Sanctus and Benedictus
(soprano and alto with piano accompaniment)

Dedicated to Catherine Walsh and the Woman’s choir of Holy Rosary Cathedral

andante, espressivo, dolce
flessibile \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{c}} \approx 74 \)
come sopra \( \text{mf} \)

music by Colleen Muriel

(January 31, 2002 and February 9 - March 31, 2010)

Text: Sanctus and Benedictus

Soprano

Alto

Piano or organ

 pedal ad. lib. at pianist discretion

GOD OF POWER AND MIGHT

\( \text{mf} \)
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Text: Sanctus and Benedictus
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BLEST IS HE WHO COMES___ IN THE NAME

A

BLEST IS HE WHO COMES ___ IN THE NAME

Pno. or Org
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COMES___ IN THE NAME____ OF THE LORD

COMES___ IN THE NAME____ OF THE LORD

Pno. or Org
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BLEST IS HE WHO COMES IN THE NAME OF THE

BLEST IS HE WHO COMES IN THE NAME OF THE

exsultate (with energy and joy)

LORD HO - SAN - NA IN THE HIGH - EST HO
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